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Occupational Safety and Health
Administration

Maritime Advisory Committee for
Occupational Safety and Health; Notice
of Meeting

AGENCY: Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), U.S.
Department of Labor.
ACTION: Maritime Advisory Committee
for Occupational Safety and Health
(MACOSH); Notice of Meeting.

SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that
the Maritime Advisory Committee for
Occupational Safety and Health,
established under section 7(a) of the
Occupational Safety and health Act of
1970 (29 U.S.C. 656) to advise the
Secretary of Labor on matters relating to
occupational safety and health
programs, policies, and standards in the
maritime industries of the United States
will meet February 19 and 20, 1997, at
the Francis Perkins Department of Labor
Building, 200 Constitution Ave., NW,
Washington, DC 20210.
ADDRESSES: Any written comments in
response to this notice should be sent to
the following address: OSHA, Office of
Maritime Standards, Room N–3621, 200
Constitution Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, DC 20210. Phone (202)
219–7234, fax (202) 219–7477.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Mr. Larry Liberatore, Office of Maritime
Standards, OSHA, (202) 219–7234,
extension 141.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The
Maritime Advisory Committee on
Occupational Safety and health meeting
will be held February 19 from 1:00 to
approximately 5:00, and February 20
from 9:00 to approximately 5:00 at
Conference Room S5515 of the Francis
Perkins Labor Building. At this meeting,
the Committee will: continue its efforts
to develop a Maritime Safety and Health
Program standard; discuss training/
mentoring opportunities for OSHA
compliance officers; assist OSHA in
developing outreach materials to
address the soon to be published final
rule for Longshore and Marine
Terminals; and discuss the status of
OSHA health standards that effect
Shipyard employment.

All interested persons are invited to
attend the public meetings of MACOSH,
including this one at the time and place
indicated above. Individuals with
disabilities wishing to attend should
contact Theda Kenney at 202–219–8061,
no later than February 7, 1997, to obtain
appropriate accommodations.

MACOSH will meet as a whole and
also in small focus groups. Written data,
views or comments for consideration by

the Committee may be submitted,
preferably with 20 copies, to Larry
Liberatore at the address provided
above. Any such submissions received
by February 10 will be provided to the
members of the Committee and will be
included in the record of the meeting.
Members of the general public may
request an opportunity to make oral
presentations at the meeting. Oral
presentations will be limited to
statements of fact and views, and shall
not include any questioning of the
committee members or other
participants unless these questions have
been specifically approved by the
chairperson. Anyone wishing to make
an oral presentation should notify Larry
Liberatore before the meeting. The
request should state the amount of time
desired, the capacity in which the
person will appear and a brief outline of
the content of the presentation. Persons
who request the opportunity to address
the Advisory Committee may be
allowed to speak, as time permits, at the
discretion of the Chair of the Advisory
Committee.

Signed at Washington, D.C. this 17th day
of January, 1997.
Greg Watchman,
Acting Assistant Secretary of Labor.
[FR Doc. 97–1766 Filed 1–23–97; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4510–26–M

NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS
ADMINISTRATION

Agency Information Collection
Activities: Proposed Collection;
Comment Request

AGENCY: National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA).
ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: NARA is giving public notice
that the agency proposes to request
extension of a currently approved
information collection used in applying
for grants from the National Historical
Publications and Records Commission
(NHPRC). The public is invited to
comment on the proposed information
collection pursuant to the Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1995.
DATES: Written comments must be
received on or before March 25, 1997 to
be assured of consideration.
ADDRESSES: Comments should be sent
to: Paperwork Reduction Act Comments
(NHP), Room 3200, National Archives
and Records Administration, 8601
Adelphi Rd, College Park, MD 20740–
6001; or faxed to 301–713–6913; or
electronically mailed to
tamee.fechhelm@arch2.nara.gov.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Requests for additional information or
copies of the proposed information
collections and supporting statements
should be directed to Tamee Fechhelm
at telephone number 301–713–6730, or
fax number 301–713–6913.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Pursuant
to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995
(Public Law 104–13), NARA invites the
general public and other Federal
agencies to comment on proposed
information collections. The comments
and suggestions should address one or
more of the following points: (a)
whether the proposed collection
information is necessary for the proper
performance of the functions of NARA;
(b) the accuracy of NARA’s estimate of
the burden of the proposed information
collections; (c) ways to enhance the
quality, utility, and clarity of the
information to be collected; and (d)
ways to minimize the burden of the
collection of information on
respondents, including the use of
information technology. The comments
that are submitted will be summarized
and included in the NARA request for
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) approval. All comments will
become a matter of public record. In this
notice, NARA is soliciting comments
concerning the following information
collection:

Title: NHPRC Budget Form and
Instructions.

OMB number: 3095–0004.
Agency form number: NA Form

17001.
Type of review: Regular.
Affected public: Nonprofit

organizations and institutions, state and
local government agencies, Federally
acknowledged or state-recognized
Native American tribes or groups, and
individuals who apply for NHPRC
grants for support of historical
documentary editions, archival
preservation and planning projects, and
other records projects.

Estimated number of respondents:
174.

Estimated time per response: 3 hours.
Frequency of response: On occasion

(when respondent wishes to apply for
an NHPRC grant). Respondents
generally submit no more than 1
application per year.

Estimated total annual burden hours:
552 hours.

Abstract: The information collection
is prescribed by 36 CFR 1207.58. The
collection is prepared by prospective
grantees. The budget form is used by the
NHPRC staff, reviewers, and the
Commission to determine whether the
proposed project is methodologically
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sound and suitable for support and as a
basis for determining the amount of
support to be provided.

Dated: January 21, 1997.
Lynn L. Bellardo,
Director, Information Resources Policy and
Projects Division.
[FR Doc. 97–1909 Filed 1–23–97; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 7515–01–P

NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION

[Docket Nos. 50–325 and 50–324]

Carolina Power and Light Company;
Notice of Consideration of Issuance of
Amendments to Facility Operating
Licenses and Opportunity For a
Hearing

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (the Commission) is
considering issuance of an amendment
to Facility Operating License Nos. DPR–
71 and DPR–62 issued to the Carolina
Power and Light Company (CP&L or the
licensee) for operation of the Brunswick
Steam Electric Plant (Brunswick, BSEP,
BNP), Units 1 and 2, located in
Brunswick County, North Carolina.

The proposed amendments, requested
by the licensee in a letter dated
November 1, 1996, would represent a
full conversion from the current
Technical Specifications (TSs) to a set of
TS based on NUREG–1433, Revision 1,
‘‘Standard Technical Specifications for
General Electric Plants, BWR/4,’’ dated
April 1995. NUREG–1433 has been
developed through working groups
composed of both NRC staff members
and the BWR/4 owners and has been
endorsed by the staff as part of an
industry-wide initiative to standardize
and improve TS. As part of this
submittal, the licensee has applied the
criteria contained in the Commission’s
‘‘Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear
Power Reactors (final policy
statement),’’ published in the Federal
Register on July 22, 1993 (58 FR 39132),
to the current Brunswick TSs, and,
using NUREG–1433 as a basis,
developed a proposed set of improved
TSs for BSEP. The criteria in the final
policy statement were subsequently
added to 10 CFR 50.36, ‘‘Technical
Specifications,’’ in a rule change which
was published in the Federal Register
on July 19, 1995 (60 FR 36953) and
became effective on August 18, 1995.

The licensee has categorized the
proposed changes to the existing TSs
into four general groupings. These
groupings are characterized as
administrative changes, relocated

changes, technical changes—more
restrictive, and technical changes—less
restrictive.

Administrative changes are those that
involve restructuring, renumbering,
rewording, interpretation and complex
rearranging of requirements and other
changes not affecting technical content
or substantially revising an existing
requirement. The reformatting,
renumbering and rewording process
reflects the attributes of NUREG–1433
and does not involve technical changes
to the existing TSs. The proposed
changes include: (a) providing the
appropriate numbers, etc., for NUREG–
1433 bracketed information
(information which must be supplied on
a plant-specific basis, and which may
change from plant to plant), (b)
identifying plant-specific wording for
system names, etc., and (c) changing
NUREG–1433 section wording to
conform to existing licensee practices.
Such changes are administrative in
nature and do not impact initiators of
analyzed events or assumed mitigation
of accident or transient events.

Relocated changes are those involving
relocation of requirements and
surveillances for structures, systems,
components or variables that do not
meet the criteria for inclusion in the
TSs. Relocated changes are those
current TS requirements which do not
satisfy or fall within any of the four
criteria specified in the Commission’s
policy statement and may be relocated
to appropriate licensee-controlled
documents.

The licensee’s application of the
screening criteria is described in that
portion of their November 1, 1996,
application titled ‘‘Application of
Selection Criteria to the BNP Technical
Specifications,’’ in Volume 1 of the
submittal. The affected structures,
systems, components or variables are
not assumed to be initiators of analyzed
events and are not assumed to mitigate
accident or transient events. The
requirements and surveillances for these
affected structures, systems,
components or variables will be
relocated from the TS to
administratively controlled documents
such as the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report (UFSAR), the BASES,
the Technical Requirements Manual
(TRM), plant procedures, the Inservice
Testing (IST) Program, the Inservice
Inspection (ISI) Program, the Offsite
Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) or the
Process Control Program. Changes made
to these documents will be made
pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59 or other
appropriate control mechanisms. In
addition, the affected structures,
systems, components or variables are

addressed in existing surveillance
procedures which are also subject to 10
CFR 50.59. These proposed changes will
not impose or eliminate any
requirements and adequate control of
the information will be maintained.

More restrictive changes are those
involving more stringent requirements
for operation of the facility. These more
stringent requirements do not result in
operation that will alter assumptions
relative to mitigation of an accident or
transient event. The more restrictive
requirements will not alter the operation
of process variables, structures, systems
and components described in the safety
analyses. For each requirement in the
current BSEP TSs that is more
restrictive than the corresponding
requirement in NUREG–1433 which the
licensee proposes to retain in the ITS,
they have provided an explanation of
why they have concluded that retaining
the more restrictive requirement is
desirable to ensure safe operation of the
facilities because of specific design
features of the plant.

Less restrictive changes are those
where current requirements are relaxed
or eliminated, or new flexibility is
provided. The more significant ‘‘less
restrictive’’ requirements are justified on
a case-by-case basis. When requirements
have been shown to provide little or no
safety benefit, their removal from the
TSs may be appropriate. In most cases,
relaxations previously granted to
individual plants on a plant-specific
basis were the result of (a) generic NRC
actions, (b) new NRC staff positions that
have evolved from technological
advancements and operating
experience, or (c) resolution of the
Owners Groups’ comments on the
improved Standard Technical
Specifications. Generic relaxations
contained in NUREG–1433 were
reviewed by the staff and found to be
acceptable because they are consistent
with current licensing practices and
NRC regulations. The licensee’s design
will be reviewed to determine if the
specific design basis and licensing basis
are consistent with the technical basis
for the model requirements in NUREG–
1433 and thus provides a basis for these
revised TSs or if relaxation of the
requirements in the current TSs is
warranted based on the justification
provided by the licensee.

In addition to the above changes
related to conversion of the current TSs
to be similar to the ISTSs in NUREG–
1433, the licensee has proposed to
change the surveillance frequency from
18 to 24 months for all surveillances
that are normally performed at refueling
outages. The proposed amendments
would extend the required frequency of
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